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UFO research center serious business
By Kenn McCriy
Stiff Reporter

Evinston, III. - This stolijl Chicago
suburb on the shores of Lake*«%£higan
seems an unlikely setting for a rRearch
center for one of themost frequently
maligned of scientific phenomenon.
So often the mere mention of the
words "UFO" {unidentified flying
object) or "frying saucer" conjures up
an image of scorn and humor rather
than scientific credibility. But if the
efforts of a few dedicated scientists
and their assistants mean anything,
that image will change.
Dr. J. Allen Hynek, director of the
Lindheimer Observatory and chairman
of the astronomy department at
Northwestern University is also
director of the Center for UFO
Studies, 924 Chicago Ave., Evanston,
Illinois.
Dr. Hynek as an astronomer was a
scientific consultant for 20 years to
the United States Air Force UFO
investigation
known as Project
Bluebook.

An
Independent
Student
Voice

AFTER the Air Force terminated
its investigation. Dr. Hynek established
the center with the cooperation of
several other scientists.
The center is a non-profit,
tax-exempt institution chartered in the
state of Illinois. Support for the center
comes only from tax deductible public
contributions, although it is not a
membership group.
In June 1974 the center received a
small research grant from the
REsearch Corporation of America for
laboratory analysis of physical trace
cases. Physical trace cases are UFO
reports in which the object has left
some sort of physical evidence that
can be studied scientifically.
Although that grant has since
expired, the lack of continuous
funding has not stopped the center's
efforts. Its objectives are:
-to be a place which persons can
report UFO expenences without fear
of ridicule and with knowledge that
their reports will be given serious
scientific attention,

-to pursue a vigorous study of such
reports,
-to be a source of reliable
information to schools, universities,
scientific organizations and the general
public,
-to assist and guide in the
international
study
of
the
phenomenon, and
-to aid in coordinating the efforts
of researchers.
Dr.
Hynek
said that UFO
researchers are confronted with
problems when it comes to scientific
analysis.
"YOU CAN'T bring a UFO into the
laboratory. You can't study it in a way
a scientist likes to study things." he
safd.
"It is something a little bit like
studying tornadoes. You have togo
where the tornado has occurred. You
don't bring ihc tornado in and study
it."
In an effort to obtain as many first
hand sighting reports as quickly as
possible, the Center for UFO Studies
operates UFO Central, a toll-free

THe BG news

telephone number which is used by
police and other agencies to transmit
sighting reports.
Operated by an answering service
type of business, the hot-line is
manned 24 hours daily. The number is
not intended for public use became
the center believes that, for the
operation lobe practical, the caller
should be aware of the proper method
for using the number.
Often the center can be in
Mlephone contact with a witness
minutes after an event occurs and a
field investigator can be sent to the
sighting area immediately.
In 1975 UFO Central received 505
UFO reports for an average of 42 a
month. Polcic called in 70 per cent of
the cases and police officers were
actual witnesses in 22 per cent of the
sightings.
Reports in which an unidentified
object is sighted al close range (up to
about 500 feet away) accounted for
about 20 percent of the 1975 reports.
• To pagi five
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Sewage problems cause flooding at Haven House
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter

Few persons are more painfully
aware of sewage problems created by
recent rains and melting snow than
basement residents of Haven House
Apartments, 1515 E. Wooster St.
Each
of the
16 basement
apartments have two inches of
standing sewage water covering the
floor area.
One of the residents. Jeffrey
Gwynne, senior (BA). said owner
Douglas Valentine suiveyed the
damage shortly after he was informed
of
the
flooding
and
made
arrangements for the 64 basement
residents to stay in Falcon Plaza
Motel, 1450 E. Wooster St., until the
apartments arc cleaned.
THE AFFECTED residents were
told the apartments will be ready
within two oi three days, Gwynne
said, adding that Valentine said he will

have plumbers and carpet layers
working around the clock to get the
units back to normal as soon as
possible.
"He's (Valentine) been pretty
agreeable about all this," Gwynne said.
"He did get us accommodations right
away. But we're all wondering about
food-I'm not going to cook on an
electric stove when I'm ankle-deep in
sewage water!"
Gwynne said he-and his roommates
have tried to get in contact with
Valentine to discuss food provisions,
but they have been unable to to so.
Valentine's secretary told Gwynne
that she could offer no suggestions as
to what or where the Hood victims
could eat. Gwynne said he and his
roommates probably will eat out until
the matter is resolved.
"We're pretty much going to leave
things up in the air until we see what
Valentine and the city do about all
this."he said.
Gwynne said much of the water

New bullet findings
spark report rewrite
By Renee Murawski
Stiff Reporter
The ammunition subcommittee of
the University
Police-Community
Advisory Committee met yesterday to
rewrite a report on its research
concerning the adoption of an
alternative type of bullet for use by
University Police.
The subcommittee for the last eight
months has been investigating the
differences between the 158-grain lead
round-nosed bullet currently used by
University Police and a I 10-gram
jacketed hollow-point bullet.
SOME
contradictions
and
inconsistencies in the original report
were deleted and further information
was added by the subcommittee.
The group agreed to insert
additional research conducted by the
University of Colorado's Institute of
Behavioral Science about the bullets'
effects on bones. The research showed

Editor of News,
business mgr.
to start spring
Joseph
Wollet, junior
(BA),
yesterday was selected editor of the
News for the 1976-77 school year by
the
University
Publications
Committee.
Wollet, who will assume the editor
duties at the beginning of the spring
quarter, worked as a reporter for the
News during the past year in addition
to being responsible for the overall
print production of the newspaper. He
has% also worked at The Bedford
Times-Register.
Douglas Blank, freshman (BA), was
named business manager for the
1976-77 year by the committee. Blink
joined the News staff last October and
his worked as an advertising sales
representative He has also worked
with other advertising organizations
and in lutomotive sales. He also will
assume his duties it the beginning of
| spring quarter

that the round-nosed bullet in use was
more likely to shatter bones than the
hollow-point bullet.
A cautionary note stating that the
bone research has not been tested and
replicated also was added.
The subcommittee also agreed to
state that they originally were not
"pro-hollow-point and handpicked by
the administration."
In additional action, the group
moved to inform the campus
community of the findings of their
investigation.
COPIES of the report will be
distributed to residence halls, greek
living units and the Commuter Center.
Stefania Gross, assistant professor
of the language
laboratory and a
subcommittee member, proposed that
a switch to hollow-point bullets should
be dropped if it meets with strong
protest from students.
Douglas Burns, a student member of
the subcommittee, disagreed with
Gross' proposal.
"We can't say that if the public
doesn't like the report well chuck it
all. The public hasn't been through
what we have," Bums said.
DR. THOMAS Klein, assistant
professor of English and subcommittee
chairman, advised Gross to begin
formulating a minority report of her
feelings on the bullet issue.
Gross is the sole member of the
six-member subcommittee who is
opposed to the adoption of the
hollow-point bullet.
The subcommittee will meet again
at I p.m. Mar. 2 in 309 Moseley Hall.

Weather
Rain today with a chance of
thunderstorms. Rain may be
locally heavy this morning, with
pot Ale flooding of small streams
and low areas. Highs today in the
low to mid 30s Mostly cloudy
tomorrow with highs 40 to 45.
Chance of precipitation 80 per
cent today and 30 per cent
tonight.

that flooded the apartments Monday
night came through a laundry room
drain. He said water also came up
through the bathtub drain and through
cracks between the floor and walls.
BEFORE GWYNNE and his
roommates noticed the flooding
problem in their apartment, women in
the apartment across the hall told
them there were small geysers spouting
from their carpet.
"We thought they were crazy at
first," Randy Blasier, senior (BA), and
one of Gwynne's roommates, said.
"But later when I got up from
sitting on the floor and the back of my
pants was wet, we remembered what
they had said and started checking
around. Then we knew what they
meant!"
Blasier and Gwynne said much of
the water appeared when Blasier's
girlfriend put her foot down on the
carpet. "It was weird. It just sort of
just spread like a wave all over the
carpet." Gwynne said. "Next thing we
knew the floor was completely
soaked."
The roommates said they had not
suffered much property damage from
the Hooding because they had moved
their belongings when they first
noticed the water.
However, one roommate, Randy
Dodson. junior, (BA). said not
everyone was that lucky. He said he
knew of a person whose stereo and
records were ruined because she was
not home during the flooding.
There was a flooding problem in the
apartments last fall, Gwynne said, but
it was slight compared to the current
situation. He said he and his
roommates are worried about what
will happen in spring.

"WE'RE ALL wondering If we're
going to have to take a course in
sailing." he laughed
Flooding problems are caused
because storm water has hacked up in

r

the sanitary sewers in the second ward,
said George Gurcsik. city water and
sewer- engineer. He said that when
storm sewers are installed in that area
this year, future problems should he
alleviated

City niainicnance personnel have
been dealing with the water back-ups
by pumping excess water out of the
sewer system and into die street.
Gurctlk said, adding that the problem
now is undei conliol

The recent sewage problems have caused more hassles than just chlorinated water,
as Randy Blasier. senior (BA). ind Jeffrey Gwynne. senior (BA), found out. The
basement apartments of Haven House have been Ihe scene of flooding because of
sewage backups Arrangements have been made for residents to stay in the falcon
Plaza Motel for the duration. (Newsphotos by Dan Feicht)

Haley had his ups and downs as BG coach
Pit Haley set some lofty goals when he took over i
floundering Bowling Green basketball program five years
back.
Although some weren't attained, he nevertheless turned
the Falcon fortunes around and provided local fans with
some of the most exciting roundball action seen in quite >
while.
1971-72-WfTH his recruited freshmen not eligible for
varsity play, Haley learned many a lesson in a 4-20 season
in his initial collegiate head coaching job.
I972-73--They were sophomores then, and the trio of
Cornelius Cash, Jeff Montgomery and Skip Howard
provided some thrilling moments en route to a respectable
13-13 campaign.
In fact, the Falcons tied for second place in the
Mid-American Conference (MAC) with a 7-5 mark and
Haley was runner-up in league coach of the year balloting.
1973-74-WITH the addition of 7-0 transfer Mark
Cartwright from Maryland, the Falcons were supposed to
breeze through the MAC, but it didn't turn out that way.
Cash, the nation's eighth best rebounder the year before,
was' hampered by a haunting inconsistency that also
plagued the team in a IS-11 season.
The nation's tallest frontline had problems with smaller,
quicker players and a horde of players tried, none with any
great success, to support Montgomery in the backcourt.
1974-75-lt was the final chance for Haley to direct his
first recruited group to the MAC title, but after an
impressive start, the hoopsters sank into a horrible
mid-season slump before Haley shook things up and sent
some starters to the bench.
It all came down to the season's last game here to decide
the MAC titlist. But after Montgomery, the game's leading
scorer with 32 points, left the game with leg cramps in
overtime, Central Michigan took advantage and walked
away with the crown with an 82-80 win.

Pil Haley in his early BG days.

r
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BULLETIN
The Falcon cagers went down to tfceir 13th defeat of the
season last night to Chicago Loyola. 17-61 in the Windy
City.
ByDkkReet
Sports Editor
After four straight agonizing losses, the victory was a
welcomed one indeed.
Getting exceptional inside games from post men Ron
Hammyc and Andre Richardson, Bowling Green crawled
out of skid row with a 67-60 triumph over Ohio University
Saturday night at Anderson Arena before a sparse gathering
of2,179.
The win. which snapped the four-game losing doldrums
for the Falcons, upped BG's record to 9-12 overall and 5-6
in the Mid-American Conference (MAC).
Hammye's career-high 26 points and Richardson's 14_
negated a brilliant 25-point show by Bobcat guard Mike
Corde, who scorched the nets on 12 of 15 long range
shots.

..and Saturday night before he resigned.

PORTS
Par8

Tankers defeat WSU
for state championship
By Lauri Leach
Assistant Sports Editor
The story was splashed all
over the Dayton papers last
week.
Wright State University
(WSU), by virtue of four
swimmers on scholarships,
was going to win the Ohio
Association
of
Intercollegiate
Sportswomen
(OAISW)
state swimming title
according to Wright State's
coach.
What the Raiders' coach
forgot was the depth and
determination of defending
state champion Bowling
Green.
Host Wright Slate was
shocked into second place
as. the Falcons collected five
first places and broke four
state records en route to
another in a long line of
state championships.
BG amassed 516 points
for the state crown to top
Wright State's 409 points.
Third place went to Ohio
State University with 262
points, followed by Miami
University with 210 points
and the University of
Cincinnati with 207 points.

"EVEN WHEN we pulled
in for gas in Dayton, the
filling station attendant
said, 'I hear Wright State's
really gonna beat you,' "
BG coach Jean Campbell
said. "And they did really
well. One hundred points is
really close for a state
championship."
The Falcons' depth won
the meet as Wright State
garnered eight first places.
Three of BG's four relay
teams - the 200 and 400
free and the 200 medley -•
set new state records, while
the 400 medley team,
although it finished second
10 Wright State, took three
seconds off its time.
Becky
Siesky.
Betsy
Fisher, Gail Sailer and Lee
Wallington swam the 200
free in 1:42.97 and Siesky.
Fisher, Wallington and Barb
McKee finished the 400 free
in 3:43.3.
Siesky was also a part of
the record-setting (1:56.5)
200 medley relay along with
Sailer. Parkie Thompson
and Donna Rosenbauer.
McKee.
Thompson,
Rosenbauer and Wallington
swam in the second-place
400 medley.

Hockey tickets
A student ID ticket exchange continues today in
Memorial Hall for tomorrow night's home hockey
game against Western Michigan, and tickets in all
categories are also on sale.
Tickets are also being sold and exchanged for the
Buffalo hockey series on Friday night and Saturday
afternoon, and the Eastern Michigan basketball game
Saturday night.
STUDENTS ARE requested to save their hockey
ID cards after this weekend's Buffalo series. If the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association (CCHA)
playoffs are held at the BG Ice Arena March 10-13,
students holding hockey ID cards will have priority in
purchasing tickets.

MCKEE ALSO set a new
state record for the 100
individual medley, taking
first with a time of 1:04.5.
Fisher
garnered
the
Falcons'
only
other
individual first in the 200
freestyle with a time of
2:02.9.
McKee also qualified for
nationals in the 100 and
200 backstrokes as she
placed third in both events
with 1:03.228 and 2:16.213
timings respectively.
"I was really pleased with
our swimming," Campbell
said.
WRIGHT STATES
Mindy Mayhew was the
outstanding swimmer of the
meet, as she copped four
individual firsts and swam in
WST's400medley relay.
Ohio State's Carrie Irish
placed first in both the
one-meter and three-meter
diving events. BG's MiSue
Finke collected 337.90
points for third place in
one-meter
diving
and
274.90 points for fourth
place in threee-meter diving.
Other Falcon swimmers
placing high in the state
meet
were Thompson,
fourth
in
200
back
(2:25.660), fifth in 100
back
(1:0S.67I),
Rosenbauer. second in 200
breaststroke
(2:39.36),
fourth
in
100
DM
(1:06.894), third in 200 IM
(2:23.234), and third in 100
breaststroke
(1:14.439);
Cathy Witkowski, third in
200
breaststroke
(2:41.732), fifth in 200 IM
(2:24.364), and rourth in
100
breasts troke
(1:14.579).
Fisher, fifth in 50 fly
(28.859) and third in 500
free (5:35.525); Siesky,
third in 50 free (25.745)
and Wallington, fourth in 50
free (25.884).

Men swimmers lose two
By David Smercina
Staff Writer
"A down situation," is
how BG swimming coach
Tom Stubbs described his
team's
performance at
Oxford Saturday.
The
tankers
were
defeated
by
Miami
University (MU), 71-42. and
by
Central
Michigan
University (CMU), 75-38.
Miami prevailed over CMU,
66-47.
THE DOUBLE dual meet

was the fourth in eight days
for the Falcons. It proved to
be a little much for the
team, which was without
the services of Kurt Lee and
Randy Richards, both of
whom didn't make the trip
because of illnesses.
"We didn't win any
event, which wasn't any big
surprise," said Stubbs, who
did find some bright spots
in the dull meet.
"Jed Cole is coming right
along, his diving is getting
consistent," he said. "He
looked good Saturday."

JON WATTS had his best
time of the year in the
1,000-yard
freestyle, a
10:17.5. Mark Hammann
continued to swim well in
the
sprints,
and has
established himself as the
team
leader
in
that
category.
The Falcons will have a
chance to raise their dual
meet record (5-5) over the
.500 level when they host
Eastern Michigan University
Saturday in their last dual
meet of the year.

BUT HAMMYE after hitting seven of nine floor shots in
the first half, almost didn't make it out of the locker room
after intermission, when the Falcons owned a 33-30 lead.
Feeling nauseated and describing a condition of "no
legs," the 6-9 sophomore informed BG coach Pat Haley
that he was not well, but would give it all he had.
Apparently, the mild illness didn't affect him any.
Hammye added 12 more markers in the final 20 minutes,
helping the Falcons defeat a Bobcat squad that it lost to
earlier in the year.
"At the beginning of the second half, felt bad." Hammye
said later. "But I felt better as the game went on "
So did the Falcons. Almost
TAKING LEADS of up to seven and eight points early in
the second half, the Falcons jusi didn't have enough
firepower to take total command.
Corde didn't help matters any. swishing jumpers from
downtown to keep the Bobcats close.
"Our zone (defense) was fair, and wc could have been a
little more intense." Haley said. There was a point wc were
going to go out of i: but we never got behind."
With II minutes left and the locals on top. 48-41.
Bobcat freshman Steve Skaggs hit one from the corner,
Corde popped one in from 15 and Skaggs came right back
with another corner bomb. BG 48. Ohio 47.
"HE (CORDE) and Skaggs hit a couple then and we
thought wc better go man." Haley said. "We felt we had to
shut those two off. hut we stayed with the zone."
Then, after Ohio came within a point again, the Falcons
went to work.
Tommy Hams found Greg Kainpe all alone underneath
for a layup. Harris hit an 18-foot jumper. Richardson made
two foul shots and Hammye connected on a short jumper
to put the Falcons in control.
Richardson's foul losses were crucial, and the 6-9 senior
made it an evening of successful shooting.
The BG captain hit all foui of his free throws and made
five of nine field goals to collect his 14 points. Before ihe
game. "Dre" was making only 37 per cent from the charity
stripe.
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Falcons dump
Ohio, 67-60

'1 WAS CONCENTRATING on my shots a lot more,"
Richardson said "I know I can shoot it. It's all confidence
and taking my time."
Taking too much time, in another regard, was Ohio
coach Dale Bandy's gripe about his squad's performance.
"I thought we were a half a step behind on every play."
Bandy lamented outside the Bobcat dressing quarters. "We
weren't fired up or mentally prepared to play."
The loss. Ohio's seventh in its last eight games, dropped
ihe Bobcats to 5-5- in the MAC and 9-11 overall.
HARRIS HAD only seven points, but played with a
bothersome thigh injury one* again. Kampe and Jim
Feckley, both of whom turned in fine floor games, had six
points apiece while John Arnold came off the bench to
contribute eight timely tallies
Skaggs added 13 for the Bobcats, who played leading
•com and rebounder Scott Love only eight minutes. Love
had a heavily taped ankle and was not up to par.

••*

'Amy'

John Arnold appears to be attempting to balance the roundball
on his head in Saturday's win over Ohio University. The 6-5
senior forward came off the bench Saturday to score eight
important points. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

It was a shootout in Saturday's JV game, with the young
Falcons coming oui on top of the Alumni All-Stars. 103-99.
Bruce Heldt (29). Jerry "Hawk" Hunter (28) and Brian
Laskorn (20) all had potent offensive performances to lead
die JV's to their seventh win against four defeats.
Skip Howard (29). Jeff Montgomery (19), Al Russ (15)
and Bob llotaling (14) paced Ihe Alumni scoring parade.

Matmen eye upset over Bobcats

Stamper's pin sparks victory
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer
For the second straight
time. Jeff Polhemus' was
thrown into the pressure
cooker Saturday at West
Liberty College.
The last time, against
Ohio Northern University
(ONU) Wednesday, Bowling
Green's
250-pound
heavyweight was smoked
and pinned in less than two
m-nutes.
The Falcons lost that one
because of the pivotal bout.
Hut the situation occurred
again
Saturday
and
"oDtemus did his thing.
IT TOOK "The Stomper"
just 2:33 to polish off
Liberty's
235-pound
freshman Steve Mabbott to
snap a tie and give BG a
hard-earned 20-14 victory.
"I took him down in the
first period and put him on
his back." Polhemus said
proudly. "It was 5-0 after

the first period and then I
pinned htm in the second."
In his loss to ONU. the
big sophomore came out
too aggressive and made a
big mistake after leading.
2-1. But against West
Liberty, Polhemus played it
cool.
""I was a little bit smarter
this time," he admitted.
"And, it was a little bit
easier."
THE TRIUMPH was a big
one
for coach Bruce
Hell.iid's Falcons. It raises
their record to 7-8 and gives
thm a shot at a non-losing
season
against
six-time
defending
Mid-American
Conference
(MAC)
champion Ohio Univeristy
(OU).
That wrestling classic will
be in Anderson Arena
Friday. For all mat fans, it's
one you won't want to miss.
And. the funny thing is, the
Falcons have a legitimate

chance of knocking off the
Bobcats.
OU
boasts
three
undefeated wrestlers, but
two of them will run into
stiff competition.
Andy Daniels (118) and
Dave Hopkins (126) will
tussle with rugged Falcons
Jay Liles and Jerry Thomas,
respectively. Also unbeaten
is Bobcat 150-poundei John
Malavite.
On the season. OU is 9-1
overall and 5-0 in the MAC.
"OUR TEAM did real
well, we're continuing to
improve and I think we can
beat 'em," Polhemus said.
"They're a good team, but I
think we have five guys thar
can win."
During the win over West
Liberty, Liles, Thomas. Bill
Franer and Joe Kosch
combined to give the
Falcons an early 12-0
cushion.
Then the hosts fought

back only to be stymied by
"The Stomper."
If it all comes down to
the big heavyweight bout
again Friday, don't be
surprised
if
Polhemus
survives the pressure cooker
to upset the Bobcats.

•••

MAT NOTES-Polhemus
continues to lead BG in
scoring with 45 points.

including five pins. Liles,
however, still has the most
wins with 12.
The following is the
complete breakdown of the
BG win list: Liles (12-2-1),,
Kosch
(11-3),
Kosch
(1041). Polhemus (9-4),
Thomas (8-4-2),
Gerry
Leeseburg (7-3-2), Mark
Mayer (6-9). Pat Weifle
(5-8-1), Rick Kopf (4-7-1)
and Marty Buynak (1-7-1).

Intramural notes
Applications for spring sport heads are available in 201
Women's Building. Paid positions are offered in golf,
swimming, tennis and Softball.

•••

COED BASKETBALL entries are due today in 201,
Women's Building. A meeting of coed team captains will be
held at 6 pin. tomorrow in 100 Women's Building.
All intramural basketball teams may pick up their $5
entry fee this week in 201 Women's Building. You mutt
bring your team's receipt to claim the entry fee.

research center serious business
By Kevin McCrey
Staff Reporter

AFTER the Air Force terminated
its investigation. Dr. Hynek established
the center with the cooperation of
several other scientists.
The center is a non-profit,
tax-exempt institution chartered in the
state of Illinois. Support for the center
comes only from tax deductible public
contributions, although it is not a
membership group.
In June 1974 the center received a
small research grant from the
REsearch Corporation of America for
laboratory analysis of physical trace
cases. Physical trace cases are UFO
reports in which the object has left
some sort of physical evidence that
can be studied scientifically.
Although that grant has since
expired, the lack of continuous
funding has not stopped the center's
efforts. Its objectives are:

Evanston, III. - This »toU> Chicago
suburb on the shores of lake'Mfchigaii
seems an unlikely setting for a research
center for one of themost frequently
maligned of scientific phenomenon.
So often the mere mention of the
words "UFO" (unidentified flying
object) or "flying saucer" conjures up
an image of scorn and humor rather
than scientific credibility. But if the
efforts of a few dedicated scientists
and their assistants mean anything,
that image will change.
Dr. I. Allen Hynek, director of the
Lindheimer Observatory and chairman
of the astronomy department at
Northwestern University is also
director of the Center for UFO
Studies. 924 Chicago Ave.. Evanston.
Illinois.
Dr. Hynek as an astronomer was a
scientific consultant for 20 years to
the United States Air Force UFO
investigation
known
as
Project
Bluebook.

An
Independent
Student
Voice

-to be a place which persons can
report UFO expenences without fear
of ridicule and with knowledge that
their reports will be given serious
scientific attention.

-to pursue a vigorous study of such
reports,
--to be a source of reliable
information to schools, universities,
scientific organizations and the general
public,
•■to assist and guide in the
international
study
of
the
phenomenon, and
-to aid in coordinating the efforts
of researchers.
Dr.
Hynek said
that UFO
researchers are confronted with
problems when it comes to scientific
analysis.
"YOU CANT bring a UFO into the
laboratory. You can't study it in a way
a scientist likes to study things," he
safd.
"It is something a little bit like
studying tornadoes. You have togo
where the tornado has occurred. You
don't bring the tornado in and study
it."
In an effort to obtain as many first
hand sighting reports as quickly as
possible, the (enter for UFO Studies
operates UFO Central, a loll-free

telephone number which is used by
police and other agencies to transmit
sighting reports.
Operated by an answering service
type of business, the hot-line is
manned 24 hours daily. The number it
not intended for public use because
the center believes that, for the
operation tobe practical, the caller
should be aware of the proper method
for using the number.
Often the center can be in
tstephonc contact with a witness
minutes after an event occurs and a
field investigator can be sent to the
sighting area immediately.
In 1975 UFO Central received 505
UFO reports for an average of 42 a
month. Polcie called in 70 per cent of
the cases and police officers were
actual witnesses in 22 per cent of the
sightings.
Reports in which an unidentified
object is sighted at close range (up to
about 500 feet away) accounted for
about 20 percent of the 1975 reports.
•To page five
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Sewage problems cause flooding at Haven House
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter

Few persons are more painfully
aware of sewage problems created by
recent rains and melting snow than
basement residents of Haven House
Apartments, 1515 E.WoosterSt.
Each
of the
16 basement
apartments have two inches of
standing sewage water covering the
floor area.
One of the residents. Jeffrey
Gwynne, senior (BA), said owner
Douglas Valentine surveyed the
damage shortly alter he was informed
ol
the
flooding
and
made
arrangements for the 64 basement
residents to stay in Falcon Plaza
Motel, 1450 E, Wooster St., until the
apartments arc cleaned.
THE AFFECTED residents were
told the apartments will be ready
within two or three days. Gwynne
said, adding that Valentine said he will

have plumbers and carpet layers
working around the clock to get the
units back to normal as soon as
possible.
"He's (Valentine) been pretty
agreeable about all this," Gwynne said.
"He did get us accommodations right
away. But we're all wondering about
food-I'm not going to cook on an
electric stove when I'm ankle-deep in
sewage water!"
Gwynne said he-and his roommates
have tried to get in contact with
Valentine to discuss food provisions,
but they have been unable to to so.
Valentine's secretary told Gwynne
that she could offer no suggestions as
to what or where the flood victims
could eat. Gwynne said he and his
roommates probably will eat out until.
the matter is resolved.
"We're pretty much going to leave
things up in the air until we see what
Valentine and the city do about all
this.'Tie said.
Gwynne said much of the water

New bullet findings
spark report rewrite
By Renee Murawski
Staff Reporter
The ammunition subcommittee of
the University
Police-Community
Advisory Committee met yesterday to
rewrite a report on its research
concerning the adoption of an
alternative type of bullet for use by
University Police.
The subcommittee for the last eight
months has been investigating the
differences between the 158-grain lead
round-nosed bullet currently used by
University Police and a 110-grain
jacketed hollow-point bullet.
SOME
contradictions
and
inconsistencies in the original report
were deleted and lurther information
was added by the subcommittee.
The group agreed to insert
additional research conducted by the
University of Colorado's Institute of
Behavioral Science about the bullets'
effects on bones. The research showed

Editor of News,
business mgr.
to start spring
Joseph
Wollet, junior (BA),
yesterday was selected editor of the
News for the 1976-77 school year by
the
University
Publications
Committee.
Wollet, who will assume the editor
\ duties at the beginning of the spring
V quarter, worked as a reporter for the
;' News during the past year in addition
to being responsible for the overall
print production of the newspaper. He
has_ also worked at The Bedford
Times-Register.
Douglas Blank, freshman (BA), was
named business manager for the
1976-77 year by the committee. Blank
joined the News staff last October and
has worked as an advertising sales
representative. He has also worked
with other advertising organizations
and in automotive sales. He also will
Ik assume his duties.at the beginning of
I. \ spring quarter.

that the round-nosed bullet in use was
more likely to shatter bones than the
hollow-point bullet.
A cautionary note stating that the
bone research has not been tested and
replicated also was added.
The subcommittee alio agreed to
state that they originally were not
"pro-hollow-point and handpicked bv
the administration."
In additional action, the group
moved
to inform the campus
community of the findings of their
investigation.
COPIES of the report will be
distributed to residence halls, greek
living units and the Commuter Center.
Stefania Gross, assistant professor
of the language laboratory and a
subcommittee member, proposed that
a switch to hollow-point bullets should
be dropped if it meets with strong
protest from students.
Douglas Burns, a student member of
the subcommittee, disagreed with
Gross' proposal.
"We can't say that if the public
doesn't like the report well chuck it
all. The public hasn't been through
what we have," Bums said.
DR. THOMAS Klein, assistant
professor of English and subcommittee
chairman, advised Gross to begin
formulating a minority report of her
feelings on the bullet issue.
Gross is the sole member of the
six-member subcommittee who is
opposed to the adoption of the
hollow-point bullet.
The subcommittee will meet again
at 1 p.m. Mar. 2 in 309 Moseley Hall.

that 'flooded the apartments Monday
night came through a laundry room
drain. He said water also came up
through the bathtub drain and through
cracks between the floor and walls.

"WE'RE ALL wondering If we're
going to have to take a course in
sailing." he laughed.
Flooding problems are caused
because storm water has backed up in

BEFORE GWYNNE and his
roommates noticed the flooding
problem in their apartment, women in
the apartment across the hall told
them there were small geysers spouting
from their carpet.
"We thought they were crazy at
first," Randy Blasier, senior (BA), and
one of Gwynne's roommates, said.
"But later when I got up from
sitting on the floor and the back of my
pants was wet, we remembered what
they had said and started checking
around. Then we knew what they
meant!"
Blasier and Gwynne said much of
the water appeared when Blaster's
girlfriend put her foot down on the
carpet. "It was weird. It just sort of
just spread like a wave all ovei the
carpet," Gwynne said. "Next thing we
knew the _ floor was completely
soaked."
The roommates said they had not
suffered much property damage from
the flooding because they had moved
their belongings when they first
noticed the water.
However, one roommate. Randy
Dodson. junior, (BA), said not '
everyone was that lucky. He said he
knew of a person whose stereo and
records were ruined because she was
not home during the flooding.
There was a flooding problem in the
apartments last fall, Gwynne said, but
it was slight compared to the current
situation. He said he and his
roommates are worried abou' what
will happen in spring.

r

the sanitary sewers in the second ward,
said George Gurcsik. city water and
sewer- engineer. He said that when
storm sewers are installed in that area
this year, future problems should be
alleviated

City maintenance personnel have
been dealing with the water back-ups
by pumping excess water out of the
sewer system and into the street.
Gurcsik said, adding that the problem
now is under control

The recent sewage problems have caused more hassles than just chlorinated water,
as Randy Blasier. senior (BA), and Jeffrey Gwynne, senior (BA), found out. The
basement apartments of Haven House have been ihe scene of flooding because of
sewage back-ups. Arrangements have been made for residents to stay in the Falcon
Plaza Motel for the duration. (Newsphotos by Dan Feicht)
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Weather
Rah today with a chance of
thunderstorms. Rain may be
locally heavy this morning, with
po: jble flooding of small streams
and low areas. Highs today in the
low to mid 30s. Mostly doudy
tomorrow with highs 40 to 45.
Chance of precipitation 80 per
cent today and 30 per cent
tonight.
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eDiTeRiaLs
fee increase necessary
The University's $20 instructional fee increase was approved
without opposition last week by the Board of Trustees, but
inappropriate opposition from students seems to be widespread.
It's true that many students feel the effects of the budget crunch
where it hurts the most-in the pocket. But complaints about the
increased instructional fee should be reviewed before they are leveled
at administrators.
The increase will help meet a projected budget deficit of $985,600
in the University's educational budget, brought on by a combination
of fiscal restrictions including a two per cent decrease in state agency
funds and institutional appropriations, a decrease in interest income;,
the state ordered civil service pay increases and additional costs from
increased employe medical insurance premiums and utility rates.
The budget deficit is not a result of University financial
mismanagement and, contrary to popular belief, the students were
not the primary targets sought to meet the deficit.
Most of the deficit will be met by a slightly increased enrollment,
carryover balances and income from grants and auxiliary operations.
Expense reductions of more than $700,000 also are being
implemented. The instructional fee increase for students was
virtually the last resort to help make up the rest of the deficit.
The cost of higher education is spiraling nationwide, yet the
University has not had an instructional fee increase since fall quarter
of the 1972-73 school year when an increase from $200 to $210
went into effect. Even with the upcoming instructional fee increase
the University remains one of the least expensive residential
state-supported institutions in Ohio.
It is apparent that other measures have been taken to alleviate
most of the budget deficit and students are not being forced to bear
the total weight of financial problems.
Instead of unleashing accusations at those responsible for the
instructional fee increase, students should evaluate the circumstances
and try to reach an understanding about the increased instructional
fee.

LeTTera

Dial-A-Prayer), we discovered that this
release form is nothing but a written
statement of what took place. Campus
Police is not held responsible for
damages ensued.
Therefore, we are left with a hole in
This letter it directed to officer
Helms and his partner of Campus '■ the door, the wind at our backs and an
insurance policy that won't cover the
Police; or should we say Laurel and
expense of repairing the lock.
Hardy?
How we will keep John Boy in
The day you received your badges
college and Jim Bob in knee pants is
must have been a real thrill. They say
only the best surprises come in
now a nagging concern.
Cracker Jacks.
But seriously, we feel that Campus
After mistakenly locking our keys
Police was negligent in informing us
in the car, and finding ourselves unable completely about the situation.
to remedy the situation, we again
If they are not responsible for
mistakenly-summoned campus police.
damages that may occur, you should
Calling Dudley Do-Right would have
be informed of this before any action
pulled better results.
is taken. Also, it is our opinion that
As we patiently waited admidst the
the information given to us over the
fury of Thursday (Feb. 5) night's
phone
was
very
ambiguous.
tempest, we saw them; our knights in
Ultimately, we are faced with another
shining armor, sauntering up the drive.
of the unnecessary expenses that
They proceeded to "assist" us,
college life provides.
managing ingeniously to break the
Finally, a personal thank you to
lock on the car door. We informed
Officer Helms and his partner. This is
them of their blunder only to be faced
another fine mess you've gotten us
with still another problem. Suddenly
into!
Laurel's memory was jarred as he
nonchalantly mumbled something
Becky Booth
about not signing a release form.
Val Dellerbra
433 Ashley
Supposedly, according to what the
Kitty Seitringer
dawdling duo had implied, we had not
Joann Webinski
signed a release form, and therefore,
432 Ashley
they
were
relieved
of
any
responsibility for damages done.
Obviously we were not exactly
thrilled.
After a long and ridiculously
File this letter somewhere under the
confusing phone call to Campus
titles "Shocked." "Offended," or
Police, where no one seemed to know
more appropriately, "Appalled." They
anything (we've gotten more aid from
all suggest my reaction to that first
scene Sunday evening Feb. 8 in
Anderson Arena...Jeff Black in the
lights for the year's most blatant
obscenity.
To call the group's performance
offensive or stongly sexist would
certainly be an understatement. The
show was a badly-staged nightmare;
the most degrading exploitation of
entertainment in the history of "cheap
thrills," very "cheap thrills."
In the passing of Alice Cooper there
have been some who have expressed
disgust, but if a group like Jeff Black
lays a single claim to the era of
rock-and-roll, it is more than a bit
disgusting.-it is an outrage.

laurel and

hardy

outraged

I SYMPATHIZE with the position
of the UAO in the canceling of Ace as
the scheduled back-up band.
Nevertheless, it's difficult to believe
that any organization having affiliation
to the idea of "cultural boost" could
stoop to such desperate action.
I also understand that judging the
acceptability of any act on the concert
circuit results in a wide range of

campaign charisma
Paul Pamell
Professor of English
Guest Columnist
As another election approaches, it
might be instructive to contemplate
the
Democratic
party's
great
aberration of 1972.
How could so many people of more
than average intelligence support for
President a candidate (Sen. McGovcm)
whose campaign became a classic of
ineptitude? The problem has not been
faced, perhaps because the conclusions
might be too embarrassing. Yet some
conclusions need to be drawn.
1972 was an unhappy year. The
Vietnamese war was still dragging on,
four years after most people had
wanted it ended. The 1970 student
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uprisings, and the violence connected
with it had left a residue of hatred and
anger on both sides.
PRESIDENT Nixon was riding high
alter the well-publicized China trip
and was planning an equally successful
trip to Moscow. The Democrats, their
leadership
still
discredited
by
memories of Lyndon Johnson, was
looking for a forceful, effective
candidate.
Humphrey was eager to run, but
looked shopworn. Edmund Muskie at
first looked much stronger -- a
moderate on Vietnam, an apparently
high-minded liberal with a good
Congressional record. Yet he proved
incapable of projecting either his
personality or his principles in the
glare of national publicity. He had
trouble controlling his anger or his
other emotions; he did not know how
to accept a setback gracefully, and
then rally his forces. His decline was
rapid.
All the while, the fortunes of the
apparently insignificant McGovern
were rising, in spite of nearly every
handicap. From a small, conservative
state, he had little influence in the
Senate or with the party professionals.
Add to this an umimpressive
personal appearance and a flat
platform style. But he did see that the
Vietnam war and the youth revolt
indicated a moral crisis that none of
the other candidates were confronting.
MCGOVERN recognized that a
specific, innovative program, however
defective in details, would set him
apart from the other candidates, and
win him the enthusiastic, support o[
those (mainly young people) who
wanted things changed and who had
nowhere else to go.
With a small army of youthful
political workers as a base, his
candidacy took on the air of a crusade
that gained momentum after the
surprisingly good showing in New
Hampshire.
Even to, it was a campaign that
required careful picking and choosing
between primaries: one decisive loss

would have finished him. But his
judgment was unerring; and he was
undoubtedly helped by the media,
who always love a success story, and
thus were willing to give him the
sympathetic publicity he needed.
He won Wisconsin, and shortly
thereafter Muskie was forced to
withdraw.
George
Wallace was
removed from the race by an
attacker's
bullet.
No
serious
competitor was left by May except
Humphrey, whose campaign lacked
drive and organization. Those who had
previously asked, "Who's McGovern?"
now had to be impressed by his
generalship. After all. he might offer
the spark the party needed.
THEN CAME
the California
primary, with the televised debates
between McGovern and Humphrey. By
now McGovern was so far ahead that
the debates could scarcely stop him
from winning the state. But they
revealed that he did not understand or
could not argue the issues his own
program had raised.

have won the Presidential nomination
himself.
would
accept
the
vice-presidential role under someone
he must have thought a weak
candidate. From this error came the
Eagleton fiasco, and sure defeat •- but
a defeat that previous mistakes had
probably made inevitable.
It is a temptation to emphasize
McGovern's mistakes, which are not
likely to be repeated: an orientation
too far to the left, an inability to
explain his own program and a
complete alienation from his own
party leaders. But the positive aspects
of the campaign may be much more
significant.
He won the nomination because he
correctly read the temper of the times:
the longing for moral leadership, for
reforms that would get at the root of
social problems, for honesty and
forth Tightness.
The problem remains whether a
candidate in 1976 can fulfill these
objectives, which are still needed,
without
offending
the
party
professionals or scaring the public,
which still hopes in a confused way for
prosperity without change.

When
Humphrey
asked him
todefend his controversial "Give every
person SI,000 a year" proposal,
McGovern declined to explain or
justify, he simply repeated hi*
campaign cliches. His role throughout
was defensive; he was not humiliated,
but the main impression he gave was
of a pervasive intellectual mediocrity.
Humphrey, too far behind to get
the nomination for himself, had made
his point. The next month saw
McGovern winning more primaries and
failing to win over the hostile factions
in his own party. It became clear that
he was much more skillful in
organizing the. rank and file than in
dealing with his political equals.
People like Muskie and George
Meany complained that McGovern was
cynically willing to trade off large
chunks of his passionately proclaimed
program, in oider to get their support.

IT COULD be ominous that the
consensus candidate is still Humphrey,
while the only candidacy withthe air
of a crusade is that of George Wallace.
One other factor remains to be sought
besides moral conviction, a coherent
program and good organization leadership; and that is the attribute
hardest to judge in a campaign. Even
past experience proves little.
Franklin and Theodore Roosevelt
were regarded as inexperienced while
LBJ and Nixon were admirably
prepared for the job. But it must be of
some importance that McGovern, a
rather undistinguished politician, was
able to get the nomination because for
a while he seemed to stand for
something.
Perhaps charisma is not so necessary
after all.

OVLRtONFIDENCE also became a
factor: at the convention he assumed
that Ted Kennedy, who might easily

Sincerely,
Paul E. Pamell
Professor, English

varying opinions, but the promotion
of such a carnal exhibition as was
stanged that Sunday night, can only
lead to serious criticism.
BEING UNFAMILIAR with the
actual steps in the programming and
clearance stages of a UAO-sponsored
concert, 1 am in no position to point a
finger in their direction and I doubt
that the blame can be given to a
serious
malfunction
of
that
organization.
Also, I believe that extended
applause should be given to Peter
Frampton for following such a
"bombshell," for his truly excellent
performance and for his warm appeal
to what otherwise would have been an
extremely hostile crowd.
Finally, the heart of the issue I am
raising concerns the tastes of those
responsible for screening in the music
industry.
I would like to know just who saw
that entity before I did and if they
witnessed the same crassness that was
dropped on last Sunday's audience,
how then, could they possibly put
"Jeff Black's Insult" up for hire on a
major entertainment circuit.
Kim Brush
211 Prout

raises
The BG News displays more
rationality and sanity about increases
in faculty salaries than does the
Faculty Senate. When the Faculty
Senate recommends an increase of
24.46 per cent, it simply makes itself
look foolish.
People in business are not getting
such raises. The non-University people
in the city of Bowling Green are not
getting such raises. This is irrational
and selfish.
It is time that some of us on the
faculty let the student body and
general public know that the Faculty
Senate does not speak for all of us.
A.B. Blankenship
Professor of Marketing

election
issues
In light of the recent Student
Government
Association
(SGA)
elections, a few opinions came to mind
which I feel are worth sharing.
Foremost was a comparison of this
year's voting turnout compared with
the participation of past years.
Compared to last year's turnout, the
participation in this year's election
nearly doubled. However, despite
claims of the 'heavy' voter lurnoui.
the
fact
remains
that
only
approximately 15 per cent of the
student body voted in an election that
determined the composition of their
Student Government Association.
I agree that this figure represents a
heavy voter turnout when compared
to past years when numbers were
much smaller.,
HOWEVER, THE essential question
to be considered in this: How effective
can an elected government be when at
most only ona-sixth of the total
student body voiced any opinion at all
in the selection of the officers that run
such a government?
If SGA seems ineffective most of
the time, the reason behink such lack
of power may be because the
administration of this University
doesn't take our student government
wry seriously. How could any
organization
such
as
the
administration be blamed for not
acknowledging a 'student voice' that
has only IS per cent of the students
behind it?
Speaking of student voices, I've
heard criticisms by many people in the
past two weeks concerning The BG
News' role in the student elections. It
is my own feeling that the News'
coverage of the student elections left
much to be desired.
But then again, 1 believe that any
organization attempting to act as a
voice for a heterogeneous body of
15,000 persons is bound to miss a few
aspects of various activities upon
occasion.
I FEEL THAT in the future the
News should consider the student
elections more 'newsworthy' and
devote more space to cover the
elections and candidates in a fair and
just manner.
One more point on The BG
News-I've heard many comments, a
few from those who could be
considered to be politically influential
on this campus, suggesting that the
News' endorsements for candidates the
day before the election are unfair. It is
the arguement of these persons that
the News unjustly influences the
minds of those voters who know
nothing of the candidates by

publishing these endorsements so soon
before the election.
They suggest that the News be
forbidden ' from publishing such
endorsements to guarantee a more
equal chance among the candidates.
This type of thinking goes back to
the 'Nixon' concept of press
supression.
Our
country's
Constitution guarantees freedom of
speech (The First Amendment) in
addition to protecting the freedoms of
speech and the press from invasion by
the
state
(The
Fourteenth
Amendment)
Although
I
overwhelmingly
disagreed
with
the
News'
endorsements this past year. I feel just
as strongly that it would be a grave
injustice if uich an enforcement were
carried out upon the News, or any
other paper for that matter.
I can only suggest that those who
are afraid of the magnitude of the
News' opinions upon others on this
campus do not think highly of their
peer's ability to think for themselves.
Or could it be the simple fact that
these persons who are so afraid of the
News' effect upon others have views
that are not supported by the News'*
Stephen CUrcio
450 Anderson

abortion
defended
It is unfortunate that the issue of
the legality of abortion must so
frequently be confused and muddied
with
simplistic
moral
pseudo-arguments.
Whether or no: abortion is moral,
right, appropriate or a selfish
murderous act is relevant to the
discussion of abortion as an issue per
se. However, the only issue relevant to
the legality of abortion is whether
women will have proper medical care
or be forced to suffer back-alley
butchery.
It is easy and convenient to declare
oneself nobly opposed lo muider-fcw
will disagree that murder is wrong.
Whether or not abortion is murder is
open for moral debate.
BUT MAKING abortion illegal will
not abolish the practice, or even
necessarily discourage it. Remember
Prohibition? The slate has already
tried to stop aboition in the past by
making it illegal. The church has tried
to slop abortion by declaring it
immoral. But women have had and
will, right or wrong, continue lo have .
abortions.
By allowing legal abortion, the stale
is not necessarily condoning or
encouraging abortion. There are many
legal behaviors such as drinking
alcohol and smoking tobacco tha; are
actively discouraged.
If you work to make abortion
illegal, you will not be saving fetuses.
Women will still have abortions. The
only result of such a law will be to
greatly increase the probability of
their being maimed or killed for their
decision.
Perhaps you feel this is just
punishment. Remember, though that
if you take the position of making
abortion illegal, you are supporting the
position that women should pay for
their decision with their health or
lives. Is this really a pro-life position?
It is entirely consistent to oppose
abortion on moral grounds while
supporting its legality. Regardless of
whether abortion is moral or not.
women will have abortions.
The only question relevant to the
legality of the act is whether they will
have safe medical abortions or risk
their lives with profiteering butchers.
Linda Powell
220 Napoleon Road
Phil I.ichtenfels
Jay Bean
Psychology Graduate Students

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect lo the laws of libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 10S
University Hall.
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U.S. dean slain in Lebanon
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP)
- An expelled Palestinian
student carrying a pistol and
two
hand
grenades
assassinated an American
dean and his Lebanese
colleague yesterday at the
American University of
Beirut.
A university spokesman
identified the dead as dean
of students Robert Najemy.
56, born in Worcester.
Mass., in a family of
Lebanese original and dean
of engineering Raymond
Ghosn,
a
55-year-old
Lebanese. -Both were shot
by a pistol at close range.
The 25-year-old killer
took a dozen university
officials
hostage
and
threatened to blow them up

unless he got a bus or
helicopter to take him to the
Lebanese-Israeli
border
where, he said, he wanted to
make a suicide raid on the
Jewish state, police wad.
"He was very nervous,
red-faced and sweating all
the time." said one of
the hostages .Ernest Conklin,
38, of Newton Falls, Ohio.
"Me had a pistol in his left
hand and a grenade in his
right hand and another
grenade in his belt."
ANOTHER
expelled
student and Prof. Najib
Abou Haidar. a medical
school teacher and former
Lebanese
education
minister, talked the assassin
into releasing his hostages

unharmed and giving up to .driven to a guerrilla clinic
the Palestinian guerrilla Iby PLA troops.
police.
Police identified the killer
It took them three hours is
Najim
Najim,
a
of tense negotiations.
Palestinian with a Jordanian
Then, in an episode passport. He was in his
dramatizing the violent fourth year of engineering
atmosphere in this war-tom at the University when he
capital, a close friend of was expelled during a purge
Ghosn darted from a crowd of radical students in 1974.
"He sterns a little
and opened fire on the
subdued killer with a pistol unbalanced." a university
as he was being driven away. spokesman said.
More than 100 students
slightly wounding him in
the shoulders.
were expelled in the purge
Police said soldiers from
the Palestine Liberation
army returned the Are and
wounded the assailant in the
shoulder.

local briefs

THE ASSAILANT and
his attacker, were both

Student Co-op may close
from lack of volunteers
The Student Co-op may
be forced to close its doors
before fall quarter due to a
lack of volunteer help, said
Rob Turner, senior (Ed.),
chairman of the board of
the Coop.
The Co-op, located on
the ground floor of the
Centrex Building, has not
been able to maintain
regular hours because of the
lack of volunteers, he
added. Only about 10
students work at the co-op
now.
"MOST OF us who are
working there now are

Annan Cato

African explains Angola issue
The
stuggle
for
independence
is
not
geographical but global, said
Annan Cato. a counselor
from the Ghana Permanent
Mission to the United
Nations.
speaking
on
campus Thursday as part ot
African Culture Week.
His speech, entitled "The
Angola
Issue:
Its
Implications for Africa1 *<d
Third World Countries,"
called
for
Africa
to
rediscover itself and its
natural resources.
Angola.
independent
from Portugal since Nov.
11, 1975. currently is in the
midst of civil war. Two
groups, one pro-Marxist and
the other pro-Western, are
fighting
for
political
control.
After
years
of
subjugation, exploiting and
racial disenmination by the

imperialistic West European
countries. "Africa is on the
road to change, even though
the pace is slow ."Cato said.
HE SUGGESTS that the
reason Western countries are
hesitant in helping in the

American policy makers for
not using their full resources
and influence to help the
human dignity of African
progress.
The
speech
was
sponsored by the Black
African Peoples Association.

Angolan crisis could be that
a "possible Vietnamese
stage is being set."
However,
Cato
is
confident that Africa will
remain neutral and friendly
to all nations.
Mr. Cato reprimanded

seniors." Turner said. "It
takes up a lot of time."
Turner said the shortage
of volunteers is because
"people don't want to work
for free anymore.
"The people who work
there have really been
loyal." Turner said
Since Co-op workers are
performing a service for the
students. Turner said it was
unfair to the volunteer, that
only a few students have
taken advantage of the
Co-op.
TURNER said if no one
volunteers to work at the
Co-op next quarter, he will
talk
to
the
business
fraternity about keeping it
open next year.
He said the Co-op put up
signs and posters last
quarter
publicizing
its
services,
and will be
advertising in campus media
the rest of this quarter to
make the Co-op more
widely known.

Problems trouble county library
When the Wood County 'Public Library'moved into its
new million-dollar building a year and a half ago. library
staff members predicted that the new facilities would
enable the library to sponsor several new community
services.
However, head librarian Marian Parker says progress in
planning new services such as adult education seminars and
video tape facilities is slower than anticipated because of a
variety of problems.
Parker said much of her time has been spent dealing with
maintenance problems of the new building.
"I was too optimistic," she said. "I thought our general
building worries such as furnace problems and roof leaks
were over when we moved. Actually, they were just
beginning."

the.library is funded by an'intangible tax on Mock and
bond dividends paid to Wood County residents. It receives
no funds from real estate, city or state income taxes. Parker
says she thinks this should be changed.
"ONLY 11 per cent of the people in Wood County pay
direct taxes to the library," she said. "This isn't right."
Parker said Ohio is the only state using this system to
fund libraries. Other states fund libraries through a tax on
real estate or a combination of income and real estate taxes.
Ohio needs this type of system, according to Parker.
Parker said the library has been hurt by inflation. Postage
and utility rate hikes have been expecially damaging, she
said.
In spite of these problems, the library has progressed
since changing locations.
"There has been a 30 per cent increase in the use of the
library since we moved, mostly in the area of adult use."
Parker said.

Hearst recalls SLA captivity days
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Patricia Hearst
recalled yesterday how she timed her dark
days of captivity by sounds--the tinkling bell
of an ice cream truck, the clicking of guns
and the threatening voices of her captors.
At one point in her witness stand
narrative at her bank robbery trial. Hearst
told of being given an ultimatum to fight
with her Symbionese Liberation Army
captors or be killed.
She stammered as she recalled the words
of her chief captor, Donald "Cinque"
DeFreeze, saying that, "the war council was
thinking ol giving me a decision of, well,
fight or die, that I would either have to stay

with them and join up with them or I'd be
killed and that 1 better start thinking about
it."
THE 21-YEAR-old newspaper heiress
took the witness stand before jurors for a
second day as star witness of her defense
case.
She began her account Friday. On
Monday, the jury was taken on a tour of two
SLA "safe houses" where Hearst was
imprisoned.
Her account of life as a kidnap victim was
interspersed with re-creations through tape
recordings of the messages Hearst first sent
from the underground.

SHE SAID Wood County has become the film resource
library for 27 aiea libraries. Wood County has about 60
films which were bought with money from a special federal
grant, Parker said.
The library will provide a film show for the Wood
County Senior Citizens Center on Feb. 11, Parker said. The
library also cooperates in providing a paperback book
exchange, she added.
Parker said the library is working on possible future
community service projects, such as a display of Wood
County landmarks, a sheet music section for the library and
a video tape recorder and monitor facility.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

Wednesday Is

PIZZA NIGHT
at Crusty's Pizza

Management Agenf For
Piedmont Apartment St - 8th St. & High
Haven House Manor- 1515 E. Wooster
Buckeye House - 649 Sixth St.
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Efficiency 1 & 2 bedroom and houses
furnished & unfurnished

following recurrent unrest
on the elegant pine-studd4d
campus sprawling across 73
acres
overlooking
the
Mediterranean.
A GROUP of 2S expelled
Palestinian and Lebanese
students occupied two halls
for four days but were
finally evacuated by police.
Anonymous threats were
made last year against
university president Samuel
Kirkwood " unless those
expelled were reinstated.

He said, however, the
best advertising is by word
of mouth.
Turner said he did not
know what would happen if
the Co-op was forced to
close its doors, but added
that a liquidation would be
necessary to sell all the
items.
To join the Co-op. a
student pays one dollar for
a membership card which is
valid until the Co-op goes
out of business or the
student graduates, he said.
A student must be a
member to buy items
(books,
records
and
handcrafts) from the Co-op.
but anyone can sell items,
he said.
Students
price
their
books and others come in
and pay what they think is a
fair price for them. The
Co-op takes a five per cent
commission on the sale. The
price of an item depends on
its condition, he said.
For example, most books
usually ate priced .from
one-half to two-thirds of
their original price^ he said.
Records sell ftarn 35 cents
to $2.50.
AN ITEM becomes the
property of the Co-op after
it has been in the store for
one year and one quarter
without being sold, Turner
said.
When the Co-op has
enough
books
in
its
possession it holds a book
sale and sells them for up to
25 cents, he added.
Turner said the Co-op
only has been "moderately
successful" this year, nearly
reaching the break-even
point. The Co-op receives
no aid from the University
and works with the capital
it brings in, he said.

Summer camps
Storer Camps of Jackson. Mich., will be on campus
Tuesday to interview candidates for summer portions.
All persons interested should sign up for interviews in
the Student Employment Office, 460 Student Services
Bldg.

Bicentennialism
Dr. Lawrence Friedman, associate professot of
history, will speak on "Bicentennialism. The Great
Evasion," at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the River Room.
Union. The program is sponsored by Phi Kappa Phi and
die Graduate American Studies Forum.

Women's caucus
The University Women's Caucus subgroup meeting for
classified employes will be at noon today in the Pink
Dogwood Suite. Union. It is open to the public.

Coffeehouse
In Monday's Green Sheet, the Ashley Coffeehouse
was listed as taking place from 0 p.m. - midnight Friday.
It actually will be Saturday in Ashley Hall, main lounge.

Square dance
An all campus square dance and cake walk will be
sponsored by the Men's Chorus and the University 4-H
from. 8:30 p.m., to midnight Saturday in the Foium.
Student Services Bldg. Price for admission is $1.00 for
singles and $1 .SO for couples.

SGA meeting
There will be Student Government Association (SGA)
meeting at f tonight in 405 Student Services Bldg. It is
open to all students.

Recital
The College of Musical Arts will present a "Vocal
Choral Senior Recital" at 8 p.m. Friday In the Recital
Hall. Musical Arts Bldg.

4 word
The Phi Upsilon Omicron Alumni Chapter ol Greater
Toledo has created a new award to recognize
outstanding home economics students at the University.
The annual award consists of an engraved silver c.indle
and plaque. The first recipient will be announced ut the
College of Education awards banquet in spring.

Grad reunion
University graduates from 1967-1975 arc invited to
the recent grad reunion Saturday. The all-day teuton
includes a women's basketball game, varsity hockey,
swimming and basketball, public skating and a cocktail
party.

HOWDY PODNERS!

$ WEDNESDAY IS $

DOLLAR DAY
******** **************

QUARTER POUND

CHEESEBURGER
PLATTER
Enjoy a quarter pound of freshly
ground beef and dairy fresh cheese
on a toasted sesame seed bun, on a platter with
cowboy fries and crisp cole slaw.

Leasing Now For Summer and Fall
MOOfL OPtN - J 5 D4/LV
'

ISHtl
Fillll DINI
PI MS

"'

5-8 P.M.
532 E. Woost.r

Din* in or pickup
Ph. 352-3551

■

',,

'1.00 Off Any Large
or Extra Large Pizza

•"

■

HI

III,

Regular $1.34

r-mtPi
.

300 I WOOSTER

■

■

■.
NEvV FURNITURE

Leasing Office

Phone 352-9378

at -Cherrywood Club

$1.00

8th & High St.

I0WUNG GREEN

2741 W00DVIUE RD.
TOLEDO
Good only
FEBRUARY 18,
1976

~,

T<

FAMILY
RESTAURANT

SaddleuPfor

Roy Rogers

Family Restaurant

WE'VE "BEEFED UP" OUR
CHUCK WAGON TO SERVE
YOU FASTER & BETTER!
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MORE AND MORE PEOPLE
ARE FINDING OUT THAT
SHOPPING GREAT SCOT
MEANS SAVING MORE
ON THEIR FOOD DOLLARS!

GreatScoti
IHHIT rooo tioatt

SCU questions coupon survey
By Cyndi Bloom
Results of the Student
Government
Association
(SGA) food coupon survey
taken during spring I97S
are being questioned by the
Student Consumer Union
(SCU).
According to Ingrid Prall.
sophomore (BA), and a SCU
member, the memorandum
published by SGA members
Richard Parrish and Patty
Wheland listing the results
of the survey is inconsistent
with the facts in the survey.
Prall also contends that

per

cent

"SGA had no background

9a.rn.-10p.ro

1 800-436 3710

better to poll in proportion
to the
University

students dislike the quality
of food and the higher
prices. These questions were
not even on the survey.
They seem
to be making
some
rather
broad
assumptions." Prall said.
"We also question why
SGA wpm fifty-fifty on the
number
of
males
and
females
questioned.
We
think it would have been

population," the said.
"We only wanted these
discrepancies published to
let the public know they
were misinformed," Prall

ACROSS
1 Sbaw'a Barbara
6 Become more
•olid
9 Had an obligation to
15 Epic poetry
16 Ranges of
viaion
17 The mineral
ulsnite

U Nasty giant in
"Faerie
Queens"
It Chicken
king
20 Being tasted in
court
22 French coins:
Abbr.

understand.
In
terms
of
the
information itself, Prall said
the memorandum lists an 8°

TOLL FREE

for
the statement in the
memorandum
saying the

23 "That's all," in
poetic parlance
26 Everlasting
27 Carmelite

28 Egyptian god
29 Ancient idol

■
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1 Ariaona sight

2 Esrly known
fruit
3 Bach
4 Unfold.
poetically
apaaking

6 Fame
6 Handel
7 Neeteof
preying birda
8 Licit
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46
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AncTsuL
language
Moiart
Adjective suffix
with diet. ate.
12 Decorated
British servicemen: Abbr.
14 Yet. poetically
•peaking
Star's curtain
call
Place to aat
Unwanted one
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16
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56
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36

system.

he said.

21

24

23

1

6

coupon

intended.
"We did not have the
manpower for any other
type of survey and we felt
lour return was adequate-,"

study student opinion on
food services as a whole, not

3

the

Prall said.
Richard Parrish, one of
the
authors
of
the
memorandum,
said. "The
survey was as val'd as it
could
be
at
the
time.
Nothing
misleading
V.JS

SCU will be doing a
survey of a similar nature in
the near future. It plans to

2

l

31 Kiln
S3 Sprits
34 Psrtof
Yugoslavia
36 Epic of ailent
films: Phrase
39 Pool edifice
40 Nsvyman:
Abbr.
41 Nation
42 Egyptian goddess
43 Peculiar
44 Shade Use
46 Member of a
galaxy
47 Indian nurse
49 Camp bed
61 Pisassa over
63 Boulevard
CapudiMR
66 First Valoii
king of Francs
67 Certify
69 Evil
60 Look over
carefully
61 Offspring
62 Tibetan animal
83 Stair part

just

said.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

memorandum
irrkes
it
misleading and difficult to

ABORTION
•ISO.00

female

students would like to pay a
straight S2S0 board fee and
have an all you can eat plan.
"The actual figures on
the survey are 89 per cent
for females and 85 per cent
for males. This is rather
inconsistent," she said.

since only 40 per cent of
the
232
surveys
were
returned, the survey should
have been invalidated from
the beginning.
"It just isn't as valid as it
should be. It is not a
majority return," she said.
PRALL SAID that (he
switching from percents to
fractions throughout
the

Write
to the
editor!

negative

response and a 82 per cent
negative male response to
the question of whether

28 Opposite of
"gutturally"
30 March animal
31 Military org
32 Jezebel's
spouse
33 Little

■l

60

"

deHavilland
Vernal time
Answer
Where Ksiaelia
Mixtures: Abbr.
Louisville's

river
Pile

36 Word used in
addition

Suffix wi tli pun

43 Actress

I
iii

56

"

34 Business gpe
37 Rochester's
waterfront
38 Put an

54

or trick
Weights:
Abbr.
Numerical
prefix
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

TEKES - Why aren't you?

Wednesday, February 18. 1976

JUST ARRIVED - Painter
pants. Oxford House, 518
E. Wooster.

Judo Club practice/work-out Rm. 201 Hayas 7:30-9:30
p.m.

~

FOR SALE

Active Christians Today: BiblR studies; 603 Clough St
243 p.m.
tHR NO 1 AHOriON
ncruei or «u MMI i

Veteran's Club meeting Rm. Wayne, Union, 7 p.m.
The Way meeting Perry Rm., Union, 7 p.m.

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: In parking Lot A.
Wristwatch. Describe. Pay
for ad. 2-0130.
LOST: Set of keys on
rabbits toot & contact case.
2-4855.

SPARE RIBS

STEWING BEEF
N0WI

LOST: SR10 Calculator on
2/9/76 352-3117.

HARD ROLLS ^59°

CHERRY PIE

9Mmm

DINNIR RILL All III'

OLIVE LOAF

<o

,1.79°

u.99l

BOLOGNA

2 »es»ISCOr

aoea.Rears was

IWTTII

Need f. rmt. 4 Ig. apt. own
rm., pool. Avail, now or spr.
Call Carol. 352-1938.
1 f. to subl. spr.
Manor. 352-2318.

Ridge

LOST:
Accuracy
Music
Book. Rown. 893-9386.

BAKMY

VIINN>

Needed
1
f. rmmt. for
comfortable trailer in Grand
Rapids,
pets
&
plants
welcome. 832-7331.

...»

<=>(

»&B8*1

SERVICES OFFERED
EMPA
Emotional
and
Material Pregnancy Aid. We
care. 352-6236 M and F 1-3
p.m. Tu. 8. Th. 6:30-9:30
p.m.
Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
Undergrad
and
SENIOR
SPECIALS.
Passports,
applications. WEISSBROO
STUDIO. 123 W. Wooster.
352-2142.
Engagements
Hager Studio's.

Portraits.

1 f. rmmt. to subl. spr.
Campus Manor. 352-8286.

*&***...&.*%

IlCECREAM
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1 f. rmmt. needed now thru
spr. qtr. Call 352-6136 after
2:30.
I or 2 m. rmmt. 1 blk. from
campus. 352-2915 before 1
p.m.
Need 1 f. rmmt. spr. qtr.
$75/mo. 352-4219.

69
Fairlane 6 cylinder,
2-door. ex. run. cond. $400.
352-3746 after 5.
'73 Pont. Ventura Hatch/B.
V-B. vg cond. 372-2826. 8-5
p.m.

Needed 1 f. rmt. spr. qtr.
Call 352-0882 after 4.

Winter-Spr. tan
Deerskin
jacket, barely worn, sin 12,
inexpensive. Need to sell.
Call Mariam. 372-5414.

PERSONALS

■» ton 1975 Chevy Pick-Up.
352-4219.

Harold Noland is a TEKE:
Why aren't you?
Congratulations Pam & Jim
on your AX-Sigma Chi
pinning. Love, Sharon.
STEVANO. It's about time
you
reached
my
level.
Congrats on being elected.
Vlce-Pres. Love, Jen.
Gat tough. Big G. Good
luck
In
the Superstars.
George.

WANTED
1 m. share apt. spr. qtr. w/3
others. 222/qtr. close to
camp
352-0802
or
352-6251.

Furniture Sale: chairs, bed.
tables, etc. Leaving town to
travel;
need bucks. Call
352-9365
or
stop
by
Lamplight Court Apts. No.
40 after 10 p.m.

Chapman Gardens - that was
SOME party) The EDGE.
SIGMA
NU
NEWS
BULLETIN:
We've
just
received word that Evel
Oude
attempted
and
completed the "Big Jump".
Congrats Mike and Lynn on
your
engagement.
The
Brotherhood.
Chades Manson is a TEKE.
Why aren't you?
The

Everly

Brothers

are

1971 240Z Arizona car.
Some
rough
mech.
372-1637.
'66 Mercury Comet, many
new parts running well.
Body-fair cond. 352-0479
after 3 p.m. Best offer.
10 gal. aquarium complete
setup florescent hood. Call
Larry; 352-7316.

Campus Manor has spr. qtr.
openings for m & f. to fill 4
man
apt.
352-9302
or
352-7365 eve.
$140/mo. for sp./surhm. 1
bdrm. 352-8290.
'h house 1 bdrm. for 3
students. 9 mo. lease across
from campus. 352-7365.
525 N. Enterprise large 2
bd.
duplex
turn.
air,
270/mo.
plus util.
Call
353-7381.

2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON,
FURNISHED. A-C. FREE
TV
CABLE,
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $74/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
521
E. MERRY NEAR
CAMPUS,
EXCELLENT
CONDITION.
«2
BEDROOM, 4 PERSON.
FURNISHED, AC, FREE
TV
CABLE,
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $65/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. *FOR MORE
DETAILS
CALL
NEWLOVE
REALTY.
353-7381.

Must
relocate,
immed.
occup., turn. 1 bdrm., apt ,
air, util. pd.. $170/mo. call '■:'■
352-6346 after 5:30 p.m.
":•

FOR RENT

1 bdrm. turn. apts. lMrblks.
from campus leasing for fall
4/or summer. 352-5239 or
823-7555 after 5:30 p.m.
2 bdrm. apt. on 2nd St.
avail. 3/1/76 or 3/15/76;
reduced rate 352-5239 or
352-4174 after 5:30.
House 3 bdrm. turn, for 6
students near campus. 9 mo.
lease. 3527365.
Apt. avail, immed. 1 bdrm.
352-4150 or 352-9302.

Campus Manor now renting *
for sum. & fall. Special ■'.[;
summer rates. Fall rates1 f:
from $80/mo. up. All util. ..pd. except electric. Gas. '
heat. & a/c. Ph. 352-9302 & :
352-7365 eve.

Lrga 2 bdrm. apts. for 4.:
students near campus. $80
to 85/mo. per student 9 mo.
leases. Ph. 352-7365.
STUDENT APARTMENTS.::
352-1800 or 352-4«'l.
;
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Center for UFO studies takes sightings seriously
• From pan on*
"The phenomenon is global and precisely the same sort
of things are described over the world, not just the United
States," Dr. Hynek said. "It's definitely not a cultural
phenomenon."
Dr. Hynek made the following recommendations to the
UFO observer:
-"If a camera is available, for God's sake don't forget to
use it;
-"Get witnesses for one's own protection and scientific
purposes. It is terribly important to have confirmation;
-"As soon as the event is over the person should collect
himself and sit down immediately and write down a
narrative account of what happened, noting times.

condition of weather and so forth and so on, so that one's
memory doesn't play tricks on him;
--"He should make sketches and get witnesses to make
sketches independently;
-"Report it then to the local police or directly to the
Center for UFO Studies;
"Try following it up insofar as it is possible/Try to
find additional witnesses and then discuss it with qualified
people.
-"Try to stay away from the newspapers and the media,
who in general just simply confuse the issue."
THE SCIENTIFIC Board of the center numbers over two
dozen scientists who are established in their own fields and
who have a long and serious interest in the study of the
UFO problem.
These scientists are from such places as the Universities
of California, Sydney and London, as well as John Hopkins.
Yeshiva and Stanford Universities.
Additional representatives come form the French
National Center for Space Studies, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and from
national laboratories in this and other countries.
Board members have been invited to present papers at
several international symposia and conferences. The center
encourages scientists developing a line of UFO study to
advise the center so that other scientists pursuing similar
study may coordinate their efforts.
Technically qualified persons have offered assistance in
field investigation to the centei. Existing UFO membership
and research organizations have worked with the center in
the investigation of reports.
When a report needing further investigation is received
by the center, it is referred to a qualified investigator at the
closest geographical location to the sighting.
In special cases, such as a UFO landing with physical
traces, the center sends a special investigatoi to the scene as
soon as possible to collect samples and engage in other
specialized investigation techniques.
DR. HYNEK distinguished between a UFO believer and a
UFO investigator.
"The UFO believer-that is the out and out UFO
hull- anJ I tend to think the ones who arc sort of on the
lunatic fringe are not the ones who make UFO reports." Dr.

Dr. J.Allen Hynek

Ford to encourage CIA power
WASHINGTON (API -President Ford is proposi i
that the Central Inielliy
Agency (CIA) director he
given new power to control
activities of all spy agencies,
administration officials say.
The President scheduled a
news conference for 8 p.m.
'yesterday,
his
first
nationally televised meeting
with the press corps since
Nov. 26.
Press Secretary
Ron
Nessen said Ford had
drafted
an
opening
statement to outline his
^legislative proposals and
actions he can take himself
to reorganize and tighten
supervision of intelligence
agencies.
The fine print of the
President's blueprint will

come today, when he sends
to Congress a detailed
accounting of what he has
in mind.
WITH TWO congressional
committees having spent
much of the last year
looking into allegations of
abuses by CIA and othei
inte II ige nee -gathering
organizations. Ford wants
to claim the initiative in
coming up with concrete
proposals.
The Presidents plan was
put in final form following a
90-minute session he held
Monday with
18 key
advisers.
A central feature of the
Ford plan, officials said in
interviews, would give CIA
director George Bush the

chairmanship of a small
interagency panel that will
control "all aspects ot
intelligence
operations."
including the budgets of the
Defense Intelligence Agency
and the National Security
Agency as well as the CIA.
OFFICIALS said Ford's
proposal
would
noi
transform Bush into an
Tintelligence
arar"
but
would strengthen his role as
director
of
central
intelligence -- a role that
supposedly goes beyond his
duties as head of CIA.
Two hours in advance of
the news conference, Ford
scheduled a White House
meeting with Republican
and Democratic leaders of

Congress to outline his
intelligence plans.
The news conference also
coincides with an impending
battle in Congress over
job-creating
legislation.
After Ford met Tuesday
wilh GOP congressional
leaders, his aides sought to
spotlight
a
Republican
alternative for a vetoed $6.1
billion public works bill.
- The alternative would
cost less", focus orl areas of
high unemployment and,
according to its sponsors,
produce quicker results than
the vetoed bill.
Senate Republican leader
Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania
said he thought chances
were good that Ford's veto
would he sustained, at least
by the Senate.

Hynek said. "UFO reports in general come from credible
persons who are just as surprised and just as puzzled and
who very frequently wish they had not had the
experience."
"Now the UFO investigator of course, again, is a totally
different person. He may or may not have had any
experience himself, but he is interested. His scientific
curiousity is intrigued and stimulated, so he tries to do his
bit in collecting the data," Dr. Hynek said.
The center's scientific board and its associates,
investigators and corporate directors do not receive
monetary compensation for their work.

Dt. Hynek said he believes that the center has several
important research projects underway.
"One immediate one is that we are just getting out an
analysis and catalogue of the humanoid sightings in the
wave of 1973," he said.
He said the center has to investigate specific reports and
do statistical research.
"We feel it is much more important to take a few good
cases and really delve into them and produce a technical
report rather than just to smear over a whole bunch of
reports, although statistically we do that, too," Dr. Hynek
said

A LIBRARY of files of sightings, as well as a
computerized catalogue of more than 70,000 UFO
sightings, is maintained by the center and is made available
to bona fide researchers.
Currently the center has several continuing research
projects it is assisting with. Among these are;
-development of an informational booklet for students;
-investigation into the interaction of animals and UFOs;
-an in-depth study of UFO landing leg mark cases, and;
-research into the feasibility of equipping and operating
a mobile instrumentation vehicle for immediate UFO report
investigation.

"YOU CANT predict what is going to happen in science,
so we don't know where the solution is going to come from
or how it is going to come." he explained.
But Dr. Hynek seems optimistic.

U.S. may withdraw Indian economic aid
NEW
DELHI.
India
(AP) -The United States,
unhappy
about
Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi's
accusations that Washington
is trying to topple her from
power, has broken off talks
on resumption of U.S.
economic aid to India,
authoritative sources said
yesterday.
There was no official
confirmation of the report.
The discussions were
suspended under a U.S.
policy
decision
thai
followed
Gandhi's
declaration to her parly
convention
in
late
December that the United
States is carrying out a
Chilean-style dcslahili/alion
campaign here, the sources
said.

AS A RESULT, the
sources added, there is
almost no chance that VS.
economic aid to India will
be resumed or considered
further during the current
fiscal year.
"We've reached another
nadir m" ' Indo-American
relations," said one U.S.
diplomat.
The previous low point
was reached during the
1971 India Pakistan war.
when
the
Nixon
administration
publicly
"tilted" toward Pakistan
and suspended economic
assistance
to
India-

Two sought as agents in payoff case
By The Associated Pren
Italian police spread a
dragnet yesterday for a
lawyer and a businesswoman on arrest warrants
charging them with being

corruption agents in the
intercontinental payoffs of
Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
The couple was believed to
have left Italy.
In Tokyo, four executives
of the firm that serves as

Lockheed's Japanese sales
agent denied suggesting or
handling
payoffs
to
Japanese
government
officials as a parliamentary
committee wound up a
two-day hearing.

Mental patients win rights
COLUMBUS (AP) - A bill of rights for
Ohio mental patients was passed yesterday
by the House, despite complaints it is
intended to provide more business for
lawyers.
Approval was by an 89-6 vote, with the
measure going to the Senate.
Sponsored by Rep. Paul Leonard
(D-Dayton),
the
measure
tightens
commitment procedures for mental patients
and guarantees minimum rights, including
the right to treatment.
"That bill of rights would guarantee and
restore to those that are hospitalized the
basic civil rights held by everyone else in
society," Leonard said.
AMONG THE rights guaranteed would be
the right to a professional diagnosis,
treatment plan and treatment corresponding
to the plan, free contact with the outside
world, the right to exercise all usual civil

rights and the right to be free of restraint
except when they are medically necessary.
The bill would establish legal procedural
safeguards for the patient as well. Patients
could demand a review of their competence,
and the competence would be subject to
automatic review periodically.
DURING
commitment
proceedings
themselves, persons facing involuntary
commitment could demand a jury trial on
their confinement. The bill also establishes
the right to be represented by an attorney.
And, the bill gives the Legal Rights
Service (LRS), a group of attorneys now
overseeing the slate's mental retardation
system, the obligation of watching the
mental health sector as well.
Leonard said the LRS lawyers would not
automatically represent each patient, but
would be available to patients and would
review the system to be sure rights were
assured.

BUFF APTS
/ BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
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CALL BILL STONER
352-29 J5
Before 1 p.m.

LOCKHEED reports and
testimony before a US.
Senate subcommittee have
shown
that
the
firm
distributed $22 million in
payoffs to individuals and
officials abroad to promote
aircraft sales between the
late 1950s and the early
1970s. Lockheed said $12.6
million went to Japan.
The
Italian
arrest
warrants, issued by State
Attorney Harm Martella.
were
against
Ovidio
Lefebvie
Dovidio
di
Balsorano de Clunieres, a
lawyer descended f-om
French
nobility. ■ and
business executive Maria
Fava.
The warrants, charging
them with corruption, were
issued
aftet raids on
Lefebvre's law firm and
confiscation
of
bank
records.
LEFEBVRE
was
identified
in
a
1970
Lockheed memorandum as
the agent slipping $50,000
to an unnamed defense
minister of Italy for the sale

ADPf
Congratulates
its new actives
Amy Buchholz
Kathy Burkhart

"I think UFOs are going to cause a scientific revolution
which will easily parallel the scientific revolution that
changed our thinking from the earth as a stationary thing at
the center of the universe to the earth being a planet." he
said.
"Scientific revolulthis do occur from time to time and I
think we are ripe for anuther one," Dr. Hynek said.

of 14 C130 Hercules cargo
planes.
Two men who served as
defense minister during the
period, Christian Democrat
Luigi Gui and Democratic
Socialist Mario Tanassi, have
denied receiving the money.
Gui. interior minister in
the last government, asked
that he be left out of the
cabinet.

assistance that had totaled
mote than $10 billion ovet
20 years.
When relations began to
improve in 1973, the Slate
Department
adopted
a
policy that U.S. aid could
be resumed, but India
would have to formally
request It.
US. DIPLOMATS said at
the time that this policy was
designed to prevent a
repetition of criticism from
Indian politicans that the
United States was trying to
force aid on India in otdet
to pressure the government
to adopt
pro-American
policies.
Reliable sources said ihat
after the United Slates
indicated its willingness to
resume aid. and received
umgicssional approval lo
give India up to $75 million
a year, the
Indian
government
periodically
hinted it would like new
assistance but would never
formally ask for any.
The position changed lasl
year, the sources added,
when Indian Ambassador
T.N.-KaurMndlrecrty raised
the possibility of aid
resumption with the State
Department in Washington.
The State Department
then asked Kaul directly if
he was formally requesting
aid, one source said. When
he replied he was, the two
countries started talks, the
source added.
ACCORDING
TO
another
source,
the
discussions spread over
several months and were
still under way when
Gandhi and other senior
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colleagues
publicly
criticized the United States
at the annual convention of
the ruling Congress party.
The State Department
expressed "concern and
dismay" over Gandhi's
allegations that the United

States was interfering in
India's internal affairs.
In recent weeks. Gandhi
has continued to wain hei
countrymen of external
dangers to India, often
accompanied
by
some
allusion to the United
Stales.

newsnotes
Baseball trial
EVERETT. Wash. (AIM • Judge Frank llowaid
yesterday adjourned Ihe Seattle baseball trial and told
the dismissed jury that "for all practical purpose*'1 the
$32.5 million suit against the American league is over.
The Superior Court judge signed orders ending the
pioceedings. but combining the suit's life until April
1977, when an American League expansion team is
expected lo begin play in Seattle. Adjournment of the
trial with I promise to dismiss Ihe Mill latei was the lasl
remaining obstacle standing In ihe way of the expansion
team, which will be owned by a six-man group headed
by Seattle businessman Letter Smith and entertainer
Danny Kaye.
The two announced 10 days ago that they had bought
the franchise for SS.SS million. King County and the
state, two plaintiffs in the suit against the league, said
they were willing to drop litigation in return for
obtainine the team.

Election measure
COLUMBUS (AP) - Presidential candidates will have
a graceful way to withdraw from Ohio's June 8 primary
election under the terms of a bill approved yesterday in
the House.
The measure, passed 95-1 and sent tothc Senate,
allows presidential candidates to withdraw their
candidacy up to .10 days before the election.
Under present law, candidates must file for the
election in March and have only a few days lo withdraw
their candidacies. In the meantime, some are eliminated
in other primary elections.
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questioning
9 travel methods
To whom it may concern:
We want an answer!
A 34-year-old coach who lovei hit job and players
doesn't just quit that job in the middle of the year for
the flimsy reason that a change would be good for
both himself and the basketball program at Bowling
Green University
HIS LEAVING is one of the worst things that
could happen to the team, because we feel that under
adverse conditions, coach Haley was a fine coach and
we were behind him 100 per cent. On every team
there are times when players get upset with the coach
because they are not getting to play a lot, etc. but our
team gets along tremendously from the coaches,
players, to everyone connected with the program.
We know that coach Haley had only one assistant,
the smallest statT in the MAC, and we ask why? We
know that team travel and lodging are not as good as
other teams, and we ask why? We know that
tremendous pressure he put on himself to have a great
program and win every game, but wasn't given the
tools that his competitors were given, and we ask
why?

The Falcon basketball
team has reacted to Pat
Haley's resignation with a
supportive attitude toward
the head coach and has
questioned the University's
athletic
department's
current handling of the
basketball program.
The
feelings
were
expressed in a letter (see
adjacent box) drafted by
team members Monday in
Chicago before Bowling
Green lost to the Chicago
Loyola Ramblers, 71-61.
Senior captain Andre
Richardson, junior Tommy
Harris and sophomore Ron
llammye, all starters, were
spokesmen for the squad.

COACH HALEY will no doubt go on and be
successful at his next job whether it be in coaching or
business, but what about the future of Bowling Green
basketball?
Will the new coach be given two assistants? Will
living conditions be upgraded to the level of other
major college teams? We"re not asking for more than
the people we are supposed to beat, we just want an
even chance, which we feel is only fair.
In conclusion, we're disappointed that coach Haley
quit without giving us a chance to help him and we
also know that he hasn't told the whole story, so all
we can ask is why?

MUCH

OF

their

sentiments centered around
team traveling methods and
road accomodations.

The 1975-76 Bowling Green Basketball Team l
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The BG New

Cagers state support for Haley

The Falcon squad has
made most of its road trips
this season in University
vans and station wagons.
"We don't think we're

really
out
of line, "
llammye said. "We travel by
van and car, while others
travel by bus. That doesn't
sound like much, but when
you're tall a bus can give
you a chance to get up and
stretch and that helps."
"THE REASON we came
to college was to get an
education,"
Richardson
said, "But even that's hard
when you have to ride in a
car all the way home from a
game like this (Chicago),
and then have to go to class
the same day half awake
because you couldn't sleep
the night before."
The three players said
they felt Haley resigned
because
of the budget
limitations that have forced
such conditions.
"We wish coach Haley
would have allowed us to
back
him
up
in his
requests," llammye said.
"We travel in vans and cars,
sometimes on the day of the
game, and the hockey team
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Skaters look to halt skid

Falcons host Western
By BUI Estep
Assistant Sports Editor
It's reckoning time for
the Falcon hockey squad.
Riding a four-game losing
streak and unranked in the
WMPL coaches' poll for the
first time in more than a
month, the BG skaters host
Western Michigan University
(WMU) tonight at the Ice
Arena.
The Central Collegiate
Hockey
Association
(CCHA) tangle is set for a
7:30 p.m. faceoff.
To label a victory in this
contest as crucial to Falcon
hopes for their initial league
championship is a drastic
understatement.
Since whipping Western
in
a
home-and-home
weekend series 17 days ago
by a pair of 6-3 scores,
coach Ron Mason's group
have met with nothing but
adversily-both in the'loss
column and on the injury
list.
AFTER dropping a pair
of one-goal
defeats to
non-league
opponents
University of Michigan (7-6)
and Notre Dame (54. OT).
the most agonizing losses

came in the double-default
(1-0. 6-2) last weekend at
lake Superior.
In addition to being
shutout for the first time in
214 games, the whipping in
the Soo coupled with St.
Louis' two wins against
WMU (7-4. 5-3) left the
eighth-ranked Falcons and.
fourth-ranked (writers' poll)
Bills deadlocked for the
loop lead with 16 points
apiece.
"It's just a crucial game
for us," Mason said. "If
we're going to turn it
around, let's do against a
CCHA team.
"From our standpoint we
need a win tonight as a
confidence
builder." he
said. "St. Louis still has to
go to Western and Lake
Superior and if they lose
one game at each place
we're still in good shape."
BUT THE Falcons. 8-3 in
the CCHA and 16-7-1
overall, can control their
own destiny with a fourth
straight victory over the
Broncos
(12-11-1,
3-8
CCHA).
In
addition
to
the
weekend sweep, BG dealt
Western a 6-2 setback on

Women face EMU meet
Bowling Green's women's
indoor track team will travel
to Ypsilanti for the Eastern
Michigan Invitational at 6
p.m.today.
"Our girls have been
working hard for this and I
hope we really do well." BG
coach Dave Williams said.
THE MEET is only the
second of the season for the
Falcons.
They
finished
fourth in the Michigan Stale
Invitational last month with
14 points. The mile relay
team of Lynne Heckman,
Karen
Boyle,
Jam

Samuelson
and
Debbie
Romsek setting a school
record of 4:14.0 at that
meet.
Diane Evans, Romsek and
Boyle will compete in the
60-yard hurdles while Lorna
Miller will be BG's lop
competitor
in
the
four-kilometer shot.

foreign ice in the league
opener for both squads last
November.
"Western really doesn't
have a shot at first or
second
place
(in
the
CCHA)." Mason said, "but
they'll be in the playoffs
and who knows, they've got
those two teams (Lake
Superior and St. Louis) at
home."
As if the losing skid isn't
enough, the Falcon forces
have been depleted in spots
by injury.
GOAUE Al Sarachman
and forward Jack Laine,
who both suffered hurts
during the Lake Superior
scries, have been ruled out
of action for tonight's
encounter
and
this
weekend's two-game set
with SUNY Buffalo.
Sarachman was sent to
the bench with 4:10 left in
Friday's opener when a
Laker skater caught him on
the left knee with a stick.
Laine, meanwhile, also
missed Saturday's rematch
with a bothersome back
injury suffered Friday night.
The injuries and a lack of
potent scoring necessitated
a change of forward lines
during the Lake Superior
series and will continue for
tonight's contest.
THE ONLY offensive
fronts which remain intact
include the "green" line of
Dave Easton (1210-22),
Byron Shutt (8-6-14) and
Steve Murphy (7-7-14) and
the "orange ' contingent of
Mark Wells (13-18-31), John
Markell(9-2l-30)andBruce
Newton (10-15-25).
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During the Laker series,
Steve
Tom
Esper and
Douglass switched positions.
Esper moved to defense,
where he played much of
last season, and Douglass
from the blue line to Esper's
"red" line right wing spot.
In addition, with Laine
sidelined. Mason tried a new
line
combination
in
Saturday's
contest
that
featured
Tom
Newton
(7-13-20) centering Paul
Titanic (9-15-24) and Mike
Hartman (20-25-45).
"I didn't think the lines
we used
last weekend
looked that bad," Mason
said. "But, I will have to
make a decision before
Tuesday's practice. I just
don't know what theyll
be."

goes by bus and takes four
days for a weekend series.
"And the football team
even gets to stay in a motel
the night before home
games," he added.
"WE'RE NOT saying we
should do all that or that
they shouldn't" Hammye

continued. "We just want
the same chances that the
teams we're playing against
have and we don't feel we
get them."
Harris
said
traveling
accomodations were better
at Vincennes Junior College,
where he played the last
two years.

"I've talked to guys who
played with me and went to
other major colleges and
from what they say their
travel is like their is no
comparison." Harris said.
"This
probably
said a
Hammye

is something that
should have been
long time ago."
said. "Because we

By Dan Garfield
Assistant Sports Editor
Those familiar overtones of "choke" and "wait until
next year" have proliferated in the Falcon hockey camp
following the icers' double embarrassment at Lake Superior
over the weekend.
Could these rumors be true?
The Falcons have their backs to the wall once again and
they have no one to blame but themselves. Riding high in
first place of the Central Collegiate Hockey Association
(CCHA), the nationally ranked club ventured into territory
it knew wouldn't be friendly and succumbed to a 1-0 loss
and a 6-2 shellacking.
Could this be the same club that totally devastated St.
Louis less than three weeks ago? It doesn't appear to be.
After that win, things just haven't been coming up Falcons.
THE FOUR reasons for the Falcons early success goaltcnding, a good defense, potent scoring from lour lines
and coach Ron Mason - are diminishing.
There are now only two respectable scoring lines. There
has been a shake-up in two others. The defense is not
performing to its maximum, but some soft spots in the
defense could be accounted for the fact that the forwards
are not forechecking as superbly as before.
The scoring is pathetic to say the least. There have been
opportunities, and BG has blown tnem all. Scoring only
three goals in two games al Lake Superior was disastrous.
BG has to return to its six-goals-a-game average to even
think about the playoffs.
Another possible reason for the sudden drop is in
the hands of Mason. Electing to call off practice the
weekend after the Michigan loss is not like (he perfectionist
Mason. Maybe he thought his troops deserved a rest.
But they've been resting all year. During the Christmas
break they tested - ditto Thanksgiving. The icers proved

themselves, however, coining out after Christmas to winj
eight of nine January contests.
IN ADDITION the Falcons rebounded from a 4-2 loss to
St. Louis to spank Western Michigan in a pair of 6-3
beatings. But this all came before the Michigan-Notre
Dame-Lake Superior escapades.
•
When BG lost to Michigan, no harm was done. It was a
good game and the best team that night won. The same
conditions, notwithstanding, occurred at the Ice Arena a
week later when BG met Notre Dame.
That game was crucial. A win would have launched the
Falcons again. The loss, however, sent them spiraling into
their tradilional mid-season slump.
If you recall last year, BG was ranked seventh in the
nation and was 18-4-1 before taking a double lumping at St.
Louis, splitting with York and a loss-tie at Lake Superior.-'
To match that. BG was embarrassed 3-2 in overtime here
by Western Michigan. The year ended 23-10-2: but the
damage ol late-season was done.
BUT ENOUGH f«W the past. The future is still wide open
as far as the CCHA is concerned. St. Louis has two losses in
league play and the Falcons have three. BG hasio play at St.
Louis, but the Bills have to travel to Lake Superior and
Western Michigan for a pair.
After only beating Western by three and two goals at
home the Bills might have difficulty at Kalamazoo this
weekend. They will definitely have trouble at Sault Ste
Marie if the Lakers continue to play good hockey.
But BG controls its own destiny. If the Falcon icers are
content on losing all or most of their games here on out.
fine. A third or fourth-place finish in the league will be
their just dessert.
But if the icers choose lo win tonight over the Broncos
and pick up two confidence-building wins this weekend
with Buffalo, then at least fans will know they have the wil|
to lift themselves out of the gutter and into the driver's seat
to the CCHA title.

SAVES-Mike Luit. (3.60
goals against average) likely
will start all three games this
week. For support. Dan
Leonard and Jim McClure
have been called up from
the club team.

•••

Leading WMU scorers
include wingers Rod Hodge
(23-18-41), Jeff Lindsay
(8-27-35) and center Phil
Eve (7-22-29).

Byron Shutt (24), who wil be in action tonight when the Falcon icers host Western
Michigan, sweeps it puck in earlier season action.

Skiiers edged by OSU
The improving Bowling Green ski team turned in its best
performance of the season over the weekend, finishing
second in the prestigious Ohio Governor's Cup at Snow
Trails in Mansfield.
SENIOR STEVE Gnebling had BG's best individual time
of the year to finish second in the men's giant slalom. Eric
Griebling and Mike McDaniel also placed for the Falcons, as
did "B" team member Tom LaVoy. who finished a
stunning seventh.
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"None of us are going to
quit, but it's discouraging to
hear a man you like and
respect get criticized for
things he can't control,'^
Kammye added.

Past is over, future holds
destiny for struggling icers

tonight A tv»rv wed. night
5 p.m.-9 p.m.

2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS.
NEW FURNITURE

didn't say anything, the
administration must have,
felt we thought things were
fine."

SUPPORT THE "ICE HOUSE GANG"
IN A CRUCIAL CCHA BATTLE!
(Falcon Olympians Bob Dobek and Doug Ross
to be honored in special pre-game ceremonies.)

•oery. no dekvery on tho soecial

PoQltors

HITCH ON DOWN
TO PAGLIATS

• pizza • subs • spaghetti
1004 S. Main, B.G. Ph. 352-7571

Tickets Available At Tho Gat*
Student General Admission
$1.00
Adult General Admission
$2.00
Bench Reserved Seat
$2.50
(Hockey ID Exchanges Also Accepted)

BE THERE!

